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PROJECT REPORT
CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR – SEGMENT B2
1.

INTRODUCTION
A. Project Description

The Capital SouthEast Connector Segment B2 Project (Project) is located in the City of Elk
Grove and Sacramento County, California. The project site is located along Grant Line Road
from the Waterman Road and Grant Line Road intersection to the Bradshaw Road and Grant
Line Road intersection. The Capital SouthEast Connector Joint Powers Authority (JPA) is the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) lead agency, and the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) is the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) lead agency. Grant
Line Road is in a generally northeasterly-southwesterly orientation in the project area and the
centerline of the road is the boundary between Sacramento County and the city of Elk Grove.
Grant Line Road is currently a two-lane rural road with narrow shoulders, steep side slopes and
roadside ditches. Existing overhead utility poles run parallel to the eastbound lane. There are
numerous existing private driveway along both sides of Grant Line Road and a crossing over Elk
Grove Creek. Oak trees line the roadway for approximately half the distance between the
Mosher and Bradshaw intersections. See Figure 1 for a typical view of Grant Line Road within
the project limits.

Figure 1. Typical View of Grant Line Road in the Project Area
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The Project functions independently and will extend to the intersection of Bradshaw Road from a
completed City of Elk Grove improvement project on Grant Line Road between East Stockton
Road and Waterman Road, which is currently underway and anticipated for construction in early
2019.
Grant Line Road will be reconstructed as a four lane roadway with an adjacent multi-purpose
path on the west (north) side of the alignment and Class 2 bike lanes as well. The project will
also include drainage facilities consisting of linear basins along the proposed roadway. All
public utility facilities impacted by or planned for the Project will be relocated and/or
accommodated as necessary.
The Project meets the goals of the Connector JPA Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
(PEIR), which was approved in 2012. The goals of the PEIR include improving mobility,
access, and connections between residential and nonresidential land uses, which have been
compromised by increasing congestion. The Project is intended to link employment centers and
residential areas in the corridor and contribute to the remedy for current and future deficiencies
in transportation capacity, safety, and land use compatibility.
The proposed Project is planned to be phased with implementation of the overall Connector
Program described in the PEIR, in order to meet traffic demands for the next 20 years.
B. Project Summary Table
Project Limits
Capital Outlay Support
Estimate
(PAED, PS&E, CM)
Construction Estimate (with
20% Contingencies)
Right-of-Way Estimate
Environmental Mitigation
Funding Sources
Funding Year

Type of Facility
Number of Structures
Environmental Determination
or Document
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Grant Line Road between Waterman Road and
Bradshaw Road
$2.2M

$18M (see Cost Estimate Attachment B)
$3.7M
$600,000
Measure A, other State/Federal funds
Design – 2017/2018
ROW – 2018
Construction – 2018/2019
4-lane thoroughfare
1 box culvert
6 soundwalls
Tiered IS/MND
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BACKGROUND
A. Project History

Since being formed in 2006, the JPA has prepared a PEIR for the Capital SouthEast Connector.
The PEIR was certified by the JPA Board, on March 7, 2012, and a project route was selected,
consisting primarily of Kammerer, Grant Line, and White Rock Roads. In 2013, the JPA adopted
a Plan of Finance and Project Design Guidelines. The JPA is currently working on updates to
the Project Design Guidelines. In 2014, the Connector was adopted into the General Plan of
Sacramento County.
Since the completion of the PEIR, the JPA determined that the improvements within the B2
Segment should be completed as a two-phase process. The Phase 1 improvements would
construct a four-lane thoroughfare which will widen the existing roadway to 4-lanes, install
traffic signal at and Bradshaw Roads, construct a frontage road for property access on the south
side of Grant Line Road, and construct a multi-purpose path. The Phase 2 improvements will
widen Grant Line Road to 6-lanes when warranted by traffic volumes, operations and safety. The
Phase 1 improvements will accommodate the Phase 2 improvements by constructing a wide
median and acquiring the ultimate right-of-way necessary. Both Phase 1 and Phase 2
improvements were studied in the PEIR.
B. Tiering from PEIR
The CEQA statute (Section 15152 and 21083.3) of the California Public Resources Code (PRC)
allow a Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) to be adopted when an Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) has previously been prepared for a program, policy, plan, or ordinance. The later
Project must be consistent with that program or other action and must not result in any
significant effects that were not examined in the previous EIR. In order to tier from an EIR, the
later Project must be consistent with the general plan and zoning of the applicable city or county.
The MND must clearly state that it is being tiered upon a previous EIR, reference that EIR, and
state where a copy of the EIR can be examined.
In addition to the findings required of an MND pursuant to Sections 21080 and 21064.5 of the
PRC, the Office of Planning and Research recommends that the lead agency find that:
1. The Project is consistent with the program, policy, plan, or ordinance for which the
previous EIR was prepared.
2. The Project is consistent with the general plan and zoning of the applicable city or
county.
3. The Project, as revised or mitigated, would not result in any significant effects which
were not examined in the previous EIR.
The Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS/MND) for the Phase 1 Project is a tiered
document off of the PEIR. The PEIR and Segment B2 MND can be found on the Capital
SouthEast Connector Expressway website: http://www.connectorjpa.net/Project-documents/
The Project is consistent with the program, policy, plan, and ordinance for which the PEIR was
prepared. The Project is consistent with the general plans and zoning for Sacramento County.
However, the City of Elk Grove’s general plan indicates that Grant line Road is an 8-lane facility
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between State Route 99 and Bradshaw Road. The Project would not result in any significant
effects that were not examined in the PEIR.
C. City of Elk Grove
Within the project limits, the centerline of Grant Line Road in the eastern boundary for the City
of Elk Grove. The City of Elk Grove is currently undergoing a General Plan update. In their
current General Plan adopted in November 2003 with amendments through March 2015, the City
of Elk Grove supports efforts to develop the Capital SouthEast Connector which includes
Segment B2. The City recognizes the adopted conceptual route alignment for the Capital
SouthEast Connector and the Project Design Guidelines insofar as they don’t diminish the rights
of City approved projects or diminish the City’s authority to approve future projects.
D. Sacramento County
In May 2014, Sacramento County amended the Circulation Element of its General Plan to
include the Capital SouthEast Connector. This amendment separated the functional classification
for the Connector from the County’s own classifications. The amendment specifies the
Connector to be “. . . a four to six-lane thoroughfare segment east of the Kammerer
Road/Bruceville Road intersection along Kammerer Road and then northeast on Grant Line Road
to its intersection with Bond Road.”
E. Related Projects – City of Elk Grove / Grant Line Road Widening Phase 2 Waterman
Road to Mosher Road
The City of Elk Grove is the lead agency to widen Grant Line Road from 2 lanes to 4 lanes from
Waterman Road to Mosher Road and install a traffic signal at the Mosher Road. At the Mosher
Road intersection, dedicated left and right turn lane will be provided on all intersection legs and
curb ramps will be constructed.
F. Related Projects – City of Elk Grove Multi-Sports Park Complex
The City of Elk Grove is considering development of a new Multi-Purpose Sports Park complex
on the south side of Grant Line Road between Waterman Road and Mosher Road. The park may
include the following:






16 Multi-sports fields
o 12 full-size soccer fields
o 4 training fields
o Field lighting
Playground, Running path, and par-course
Entry feature and landscaping throughout
Restrooms

The City is currently in the process of adding the proposed complex location to the City’s sphere
of influence and then will annex the parcel into the City. See Figure 2 for a rendering of the
future complex.
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Figure 2 – Multi-Purpose Sports Park
G. Related Projects – Adjacent Development Plans
There are several developments planned or in construction within or near the project alignment
as shown in Table 1 below. The developments vary in size and are in various stages of approval
with the City of Elk Grove. The Project has considered these developments as it pertains to
access requirements to Grant Line Road and for right-of-way purposes.
Table 1. Development Within or Near the Project Area

Development
Name

Primary Arterial
Access Points

Planned
Dwelling
Units

Other Key Elements
(Acres of Commercial/
Jobs/Students)

Status

Fieldstone North

Grant Line Road

391

Adopted, planning
approved

Fieldstone South

Grant Line Road

100

Adopted, approved
for development
and construction
ongoing

Triangle Point 75

Mosher Road

265

19 acres of commercial
3 acres shopping center
65,504 square foot residential
care facility (included in dwelling
unit count)

In planning phase

Crooked Creek
Estates

Waterman Road

121

11 acre elementary school

Adopted, planning
approved

877

Approximately 33 acres of
commercial land use

Southwest Planning Area Totals
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Source: City of Elk Grove Planning Department Web Site

3.

PURPOSE AND NEED
A. Purpose

The primary purposes of the Project are as follows:


Improve Traffic Operations, Reduce Congestion and Accommodate Future Demand.
Planning for projected traffic demand (due to planned growth/approved development) will
avoid traffic delay and facilitate mobility for current and planned land uses.



Aid Economic Vitality. Reconstructing Grant Line Road as a four-lane thoroughfare will
improve accessibility to existing and planned job centers and commercial areas.



Enhance Mobility Options within the Project Corridor. Planning an all-weather,
multimodal corridor in advance of substantial planned development provides opportunity to
control access and design for optimum safety standards for vehicular, transit, bicyles and
pedestrian movements while improving emergency vehicle access.



Support Planned Growth. Implementing adopted transportation plans supports sustainable
planned growth and development patterns and principles from the Sacramento Area Council
of Governments (SACOG’s) MTP/SCS 2035 and the City of Elk Grove’s and Sacramento
County’s planned high-growth area.
B. Need

The Project is needed to address:


Existing roadways between the City of Elk Grove and Sacramento County are insufficient to
meet existing and forecasted traffic demand.



Existing Grant Line Road will exceed its capacity and will have unacceptable levels of
service due to planned and approved growth indicated in the SACOG Blueprint, Sacramento
County and the City of Elk Grove General Plans



Existing roadways are insufficient for local east-west circulations



Existing roadways are insufficient for pedestrian and bicycle traffic



Local streets are increasingly subject to congestion and use by nonlocal traffic



Improvements are also needed to address the lack of multimodal transportation infrastructure,
including bicycle and pedestrian



The Project area needs an all-weather transportation facility to enable normal mobility and
emergency vehicle access.

4.

ALTERNATIVE
A. Phase 1 Project

The Phase 1 Project will construct a four-lane thoroughfare from Waterman Road to Bradshaw
Road on the existing alignment. The intersection with Bradshaw Road will be shifted east
(north) and will be signalized. Consistent with the Project Design Guidelines, the corridor will
Page 7
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be access controlled and utilities will be relocated outside of the Connector roadway. The
project is located at the City of Elk Grove’s eastern boundary with Sacramento County. Figure 3
shows the Project’s vicinity.
Conceptual geometrics and typical sections for Phase 1 of the Project are included in Attachment
A.
The Project is consistent with SACOG’s 2016 MTP/SCS and Sacramento County’s General
Plan, which accommodate or include a four-lane thoroughfare, signalization at Bradshaw Road, a
multi-purpose path, and a private driveway. The proposed design for the Project is consistent
with the SouthEast Connector PEIR (JPA 2012), a CEQA environmental review document that
received a Notice of Decision in February 2012.
Grant Line Road would be reconstructed along the existing roadway as a four-lane thoroughfare
with a center earth median, roadside ditches, an adjacent multi-purpose path on the north/west
side of the alignment and a frontage road on the south/east side of the alignment (see Figure 4
typical cross section). The frontage road will consolidate existing private driveways and funnel
traffic to the intersections at Mosher and Bradshaw Roads.
In summary, typical features of the Project include the following:


Four 12-foot-wide through lanes with turn lanes at the intersection



Shoulders (8 feet wide on the outside and 4 feet wide on the inside)



Median (2 to 34 feet wide)



Roadside ditches (varying depths)



Separated Multi-Purpose Path (12-foot-wide paved path inclusive of 2-foot-wide shoulders
on each side)



Frontage road on southeast side of alignment



Sound walls for noise attenuation



Roadway signage (e.g., speed limits, street names)



Traffic signal at Bradshaw Road
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Figure 3. Project Vicinity
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Figure 4. Typical Proposed Cross Section

B. Future Phase 2 Project
As studied in the PEIR, future Phase 2 improvements would widen the roadway to six lanes as
warranted by traffic volumes, operations and safety. The future widening will take place into the
extra wide median being provided in Phase 1.
C. Considerations Requiring Discussion
i.

Utility Coordination

The following is a list of existing and planned utilities or facility owners within the Project area:


Kinder Morgan



Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD)



Frontier



PG&E



Sacramento County Water Agency (SCWA)

Utility “A” letters were sent to all these utility stakeholders and existing utility locations have
been approximately located based on as-built plans these companies have provided. Utility
potholing was also performed to locate utilities of high importance.
Adjacent to the Sonoma Creek subdivision, Frontier has an underground communication line and
PG&E has a gas line within a 25-foot easement adjacent. It is likely these facilities will be
impacted by the construction of the multi-purpose path and soundwall.
Frontier also has overhead communication lines along Grant Line Road and Bradshaw Road that
are within City and County right-of-way. Poles that are in conflict with the project will be
relocated.
SMUD has overhead electrical lines on the south side of Grant Line Road and on the west side of
Bradshaw Road within the City and County right-of-way. The poles along the south side of
Grant Line Road are in conflict with the proposed project and will be relocated south into a 36-
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foot utility corridor being provided by the JPA. The SMUD poles adjacent to Bradshaw Road
will remain on their current alignment and conflicts are not anticipated.
Kinder Morgan has a gas line on the south side of Grant Line Road and the west side of
Bradshaw Road within the City and County right-of-way. The gas line along Grant Line Road is
in conflict with the proposed roadway and as a result will be relocated to the 36-foot utility
corridor being provided by the JPA. The gas line adjacent to Bradshaw Road will remain in its
existing location and conflicts are not anticipated.
SCWA has a planned water line within the project limits. The planned water line will connect to
an existing stub near the Grant Line Road/Mosher Road intersection, follow the Grant Line Road
alignment to the re-aligned Bradshaw Road Intersection, then go north along Bradshaw Road and
connect to an existing stub located at the nearby subdivision. SCWA has shown an interest in
constructing sections of this water line with the Segment B2 Project.
Coordination with utility companies regarding design, timing of relocation, and obtaining
required right-of-way and easements would be completed during the final design phase of the
Project.
ii.

Stormwater

A Preliminary Drainage Report was prepared for the Project (Attachment E). The purpose of this
report and drainage design was as follows:


Define existing hydrologic and hydraulic conditions of the drainage systems within the
Project limits



Present potential areas that may require drainage improvements



Explain the procedures, methodology, and criteria that will be used in the drainage design
and analysis



Maintain existing flow patterns and minimize the increase in runoff flow volume to the
maximum extent practicable

In accordance with JPA Project Design Guidelines, the selection and preliminary design of the
proposed drainage facilities was based on the following objectives:


Maintain existing drainage flow patterns and minimize diversions from one watershed to
another to the extent possible.



Provide low-impact development and stormwater treatment best management practices to
improve runoff water quality and minimize downstream erosion/sedimentation.

As a result, the Project would include:


Roadside ditches will be constructed on both sides of Grant Line Road to capture the
Connector runoff. Stormwater runoff will be routed to Elk Grove Creek which is located and
a profile low point between Mosher Road and Bradshaw Road. To address potential
permanent water quality impacts from the Project, Best Management Practices (BMPs) along
the project will consist of either or all of vegetated swales



Stormwater along Bradshaw Road will be directed to the north where there is an existing
drainage system. If the existing drainage system is unable to accommodate the additional
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stormwater flows, then a drainage basin can be provided on the southwest corner of the realigned Bradshaw Road intersection. Providing a drainage basin would also help meet the
projects BMP’s.


The project also provides a drainage ditch along the south side of the frontage road located
on the south side of Grant Line Road. The purpose of this drainage ditch is to accommodate
off-site drainage from the adjacent farms that is currently flowing north to Grant Line Road.



Currently Elk Grove Creek is conveyed under Grant Line Road via two corrugated metal
pipes and runs parallel to the south side of Grant Line Road for approximately 200 feet
before turning south. Elk Grove Creek on the south side of Grant Line Road will need to be
realigned to accommodate the roadway widening and utility relocations. Additionally, the
corrugated metal pipes will be replaced with a reinforced concrete box culvert with
headwalls.

A summary of the proposed drainage facilities is provided in the Preliminary Drainage Report
(Attachment E).
iii.

Geotechnical Considerations

A Preliminary Materials Report was prepared for this project (Attachment F). The following
sections summarize the report’s conclusions and recommendations regarding cuts and
excavations, embankments/fill slope, and retaining walls.
Cuts and Excavations
The majority of the excavation work will be for new underground utility installation as the
majority of the roadway profile will be at or within a couple feet of the existing grade, so no
major roadway cuts or excavations for roadway construction are anticipated.
Based upon the subsurface materials encountered during field exploration and surficial
observations of the site soil, temporary excavation slopes may be cut at a maximum inclination
of 1:1 (H:V), or be supported in accordance with Cal OSHA recommendations for a Type B.
iv.

Embankments/Fill Slopes

The majority of the project alignment will be within a couple of feet of existing grade and there
are no major embankments currently within the project, or significant new embankment
construction is not anticipated. All grading should be performed in conformance with Section 19
of the 2015 Caltrans Standard Specifications. Fill slopes may be constructed at a gradient of 4:1
(H:V) or flatter, provided the fill consists of locally derived soils or improved import borrow.
v.

Soundwalls

The Sonoma Creek Subdivision is located at the Grant Line Road/Mosher Road intersection and
currently has a 7-foot tall block wall separating the residential houses from Grant Line Road. A
Noise Study Report was prepared for the Project and determined that the existing block wall
needs to be raised to 14-feet tall to mitigate for the increase in noise levels as a result of the
increased traffic volumes. A Noise Abatement Decision Report (NADR) was prepared which
justified the cost of the wall to mitigate for the increase in noise volumes. It’s anticipated that
the soundwall will be placed on piles.
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The Fieldstone South development is currently under construction and the project built a block
wall on embankment along Grant Line Road to help mitigate high noise levels. When the
construction of the Fieldstone North development begins, a similar block wall on embankment
will be also be constructed along Grant Line Road. Upon completion, the majority of the north
side of Grant Line Road will be lined with soundwalls with the exception of a few residential
parcels located between the Sonoma Creek subdivision and Fieldstone South subdivision. To
achieve corridor consistency, soundwalls are proposed along these residential properties.
vi.

Initial Site Assessment Findings

An Initial Site Assessment (ISA) was prepared for this project in order to identify Recognized
Environmental Conditions (REC) or Activity and Use Limitations (AULs) that would
significantly affect the feasibility or cost of the proposed project.
The scope of the ISA was limited to anecdotal and visual evidence of potential RECs and did not
include verification of RECs based on environmental testing. This ISA was prepared in
accordance with the Caltrans ISA Guidance Document and ASTM International’s Designation
E1527-13, Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment Process (ASTM 2014).
The study area is defined as Grant Line Road and includes the intersections of Grant Line Road
with Waterman Road, Mosher Road and Bradshaw Road. The study area includes parcels
requiring acquisition and utility facilities along Grant Line Road.
A review of the “General Location Guide for Ultramafic Rocks in California – Areas likely to
Contain Naturally Occurring Asbestos” (California Geological Survey Open-File Report 200019, 2000) indicated that naturally occurring asbestos was not mapped on, or near the vicinity of
the Project.
Based on a regulatory records search, file reviews, aerial photography review, topographic map
review, and a visual site survey, the ISA found evidence of RECs or AULs at several adjacent
properties, as described in Table 2. The actions listed in Table 2 are recommended to verify the
presence/absence of RECs or AULs, and to evaluate the potential for remediation during the
Plans, Specifications, and Estimate phase of the Project.
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Table 2. Summary Table and Recommendations for RECs & AULs
Location

Description of REC/AUL Evidence Found

Recommended Actions

Agricultural parcels and
former farms within the
Project area.

Potential organochlorine and metal-based pesticides may be present
adjacent to the Project on agricultural fields seen in historical aerials
and site observations on APNs 1340190002, 1340190001, and
1340120014.

Phase II Study

Exposed soil in the
construction area
within 50 ft of the
existing Grant Line
Road.

There is potential for elevated levels of aerially deposited lead (ADL)
in the exposed soil from vehicle exhaust emissions near the Project.

ADL Investigation

Various pole-mounted
electrical transformers
within or immediately
adjacent to the Project
area

There are potential PCBs in pole-mounted electrical transformers near
the Project. As of the date of this ISA, the existence and/or levels of
PCBs associated with the pole- mounted electrical transformers,
which may be encountered within the planned construction area, have
not been determined.

Abate transformers prior
to construction.

Existing roadways
within the Project
boundaries

Implementation of improvements within the Project area may
require the removal and disposal of yellow traffic striping and
pavement marking materials such as paint, thermoplastic,
permanent tape, and temporary tape, which potentially contain lead
and heavy metals. Yellow paints made prior to 1995 may exceed
hazardous waste criteria under Title 22 of the California Code of
Regulations, and require disposal in a Class 1 disposal site.

Abate stripes prior to
construction.

Wooden posts within the
Project area

There is a potential for hazardous chemicals used to treat wooden
posts (e.g., guardrail posts) throughout the Project area.

Abate wood posts prior to
construction

Based on the findings of the ISA, the following areas should be abated prior to construction:


Roadways limits adjacent to agricultural fields



Exposed soils within 50 feet of the existing Grant Line Road



Pole-mounted electrical transformers within or immediately adjacent to the Project area



Roadway yellow striping



Wooden posts

A Phase II Study is recommended prior to the start of construction to determine if suspect
constituents are present and, if so, at what levels. After results of the environmental testing are
received during Phase II Study, final recommendations can be made.
The Project study area is not anticipated to change; therefore, with the exception of the
environmental testing described above, no additional Phase I or Phase II investigations are
recommended to support NEPA/ CEQA approval of the Project. Should the Project’s study area
change due to a change in the proposed design or staging area, further investigation for potential
hazardous waste would be required to determine the impact within the revised Project limits.
vii. Structures and Drainage Facilities
There are no defined drainage systems along Grant Line Road within the project vicinity.
Stormwater currently sheetflows off of the roadway and is retained in roadside ditches where it
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eventually percolates into the ground. When there are large rainfall events, stormwater gets
conveyed to the Elk Grove Creek which crosses Grant Line Road approximately half way
between Mosher Road and Bradshaw Road. There are dual corrugated metal pipes beneath
Grant Line Road that directs Elk Grove Creek flows to the northeast. The proposed project will
replace the dual corrugated metal pipes with a triple reinforced concrete box culvert.
Several culverts will be needed to convey stormwater under the Fieldstone North and South
driveways and under the private driveway that is located on the south side of Grant Line Rod.
viii. Traffic
A Traffic Evaluation Report was prepared for the proposed Project’s Phase 1 improvements
(Attachment C). The Project includes a limited access four-lane thoroughfare with three
approved connections at Waterman Road, Mosher Road and Bradshaw Road and a frontage road
southeast of the alignment. The report provides data and operational results for the Existing
(2016), Opening Year (2025) and Future Forecast Year (2036 established using the 2016
MTP/SCS’ 2036 forecast data) conditions to support the preparation of required environmental
documentation.
The PEIR (JPA 2012) established and analyzed the major transportation elements included in the
project definition. Subsequently, this Project and other subsequent actions are planned to “tier”
off the PEIR because they are intended to solely address project-specific considerations of the
individual Connector segments. Considering that the prior No-Build Alternative described in the
PEIR was based on previous iterations of JPA member agencies’ general plans that did not
include the Connector, and that those same general plans have since been updated to incorporate
the Connector, the No-Build Alternative as defined in the PEIR no longer exists and as a
practical matter is now the same as the Connector. Accordingly, this study has taken a more
conservative view of the No-Build Alternative, wherein no improvements along the Connector
beyond those specifically related to planned development projects would be completed in future
years. As such, the No-Build Alternative was primarily analyzed as an unimproved facility in
future years which, as demonstrated by the analysis contained in this evaluation, would result in
markedly lower traffic volumes compared to previously shown for the No-Build Alternative.
Traffic counts were collected in April 2016 to evaluate the Existing Year travel demands. To be
consistent with the methodology used for other projects along the Connector, the travel demand
forecasting for the Future Forecast Year was based on the version of SACOG’s regional travel
demand model (SACSIM) that was used for the 2016 MTP/SCS. This model is the same as the
model used in the PEIR as the primary travel forecast tool, but was refined in the vicinity of the
B2 Project. The travel demand forecasting for the Opening Year was estimated using a straightline growth method using the 2016 traffic count data and the forecasted 2036 traffic volumes.
The traffic evaluation considered the following analysis scenarios:
EXISTING YEAR (2016) CONDITIONS (NO-BUILD AND BUILD)
This scenario reflects existing (Year 2016) conditions using 2016 traffic count data, existing
roadway geometrics and current traffic control. The Build condition considers the operational
effect of a 4-lane Connector B2 Project added to the existing conditions.
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OPENING YEAR (2025) CONDITIONS (NO-BUILD AND BUILD)
This scenario reflects an estimated Year 2025 development levels and planned roadway
improvements but without the B2 Project. The roadway geometrics of Grant Line Road were
kept consistent with those in the existing condition with the exception of the planned widening of
Grant Line Road between Waterman Road and Mosher Road from 2-lanes to 4-lanes. The Build
condition considers the operational effect of a 4-lane Connector B2 project added to the 2025
No-Build condition.
MTP/SCS FORECAST YEAR (2036) CONDITIONS (NO-BUILD AND BUILD)
This scenario reflects Forecast Year (2036) Conditions as derived from the 2016 MTP/SCS. The
roadway geometrics of Grant Line Road were kept consistent with those in the existing condition
with the exception of the planned widening of Grant Line Road between Waterman Road and
Mosher Road from 2-lanes to 4-lanes. The Build condition considers the operational effect of a
4-lane Connector B2 Project added to the 2036 No-Build condition.
This traffic analysis was completed for the following transportation facilities:
INTERSECTIONS
1. Grant Line Road at Waterman Road
2. Grant Line Road at Mosher Road
3. Grant Line Road at Bradshaw Road
ROADWAY SEGMENTS
1. Grant Line Road between Waterman Road and Mosher Road
2. Grant Line Road between Mosher Road and Bradshaw Road
3. Grant Line Road between Bradshaw Road and Elk Grove Boulevard
4. Bradshaw Road between Grant Line Road and Ridge Rock Drive
5. Mosher Road between Grant Line Road and Waterman Road
6. Waterman Road between Grant Line Road and Mosher Road
The following are the significant findings of this traffic evaluation:


The addition of the B2 Phase 1 Project improves Project intersection operations from level of
service (LOS) D/E/F to LOS C or better under Existing Year (2016), Opening Year (2025)
and Future Forecast Year (2036) conditions for all study intersections either during the AM
or PM peak hour.

The traffic operations analysis assumed that private driveways along the southeast side of Grant
Line Road would be eliminated and a frontage facility would be implemented along the southeast
side of Grant Line Road. The analysis further assumed that by 2025 the Fieldstone South
subdivision would be fully developed and that access would be limited to right-turns in and out
with a dedicated deceleration lane on Grant Line Road. These access control features will
significantly improve safety and traffic operations along the B2 Project while ensuring good
access to the properties and uses on both sides of Grant Line Road.
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Private Driveway

There are several driveways along the south side of Grant Line Road providing access to farms,
residences, and the Big Oak Nursery. The JPA’s approved PDG’s proposes to make Grant Line
Road an access-controlled corridor which will require the removal of the driveways. To
accomplish this, an access road is proposed parallel to Grant Line Road providing access at the
Mosher Road and Bradshaw Road intersections.
Two access road alternatives can be considered:
1. Private Driveway
A private driveway would be owned and maintained by the adjacent property owners and
abutters rights would be secured to allow for continued access by all property owners.
The private driveway would be designed to accommodate the existing use of each
property owner and any fire department requirements.
2. County/City Frontage Road
A frontage road would be built to meet the current the County/City design requirements
and the local agency would be responsible for long term operation and maintenance
costs.
5.

RIGHT OF WAY

In general, the alignment reflected in the Geometric Approval Drawings is designed to be kept as
close to the existing Grant Line Road alignment as possible. A map of the associated right-ofway needs and likely costs can be found in Attachment D and B respectively. The map shows an
estimate of the fee takes, easements and temporary construction easements that would be needed
for the affected parcels along the B2 Segment.
The right-of-way estimate makes several assumptions:


Grant Line Road is an access-controlled corridor with no residential driveways.



Fee take values are based on recent comparable sales.



Temporary construction easement values per square foot are assumed to be 10 percent of the
fee take value.



Easement values per square foot are assumed to be the same as a fee take value.



While future right-of-way impacts based on the Phase 2 Project are possible, the right-of-way
impacts assessed in Attachment D consider both the Phase 1 and Phase 2 Project
improvements.

Based on these assumptions, fee takes will require approximately $3.7 million (assumed Value of
Improvements, Severance, Relocation Assistance, Demo and Escrow included) including
permanent and temporary construction easements.
6.

STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT

Extensive stakeholder coordination has been performed throughout the preliminary engineering
process by TRC and JPA staff. This coordination included:
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A public meeting
One-on-one property owner meetings with impacted properties
Utility coordination, consisting of “A Letters” and one-on-one meetings
Project Development Team coordination with public agency staff
Design focus meetings
Regular updates to the JPA Board
Coordination of environmental staff between projects
Coordination for rights of entry
Stakeholders included:
Public Agencies










Sacramento County
Farm Bureau
City of Elk Grove
SSHCP
SACOG
Caltrans, District 3
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Private Land Owners and Associations




Big Oak Nursery
Fieldstone North and South
Utilities









PG&E
AT&T
Kinder Morgan
Frontier
Sacramento County Water Agency (SCWA)
Sacramento Area Sewer District (SASD)
Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD)

7.

ENVIROMENTAL DETERMINATION

The Connector JPA has adopted a tiered IS/MND for this Project. The determination has been
made based on comments received from interested agencies during the 30-day public circulation,
between March 13, 2017 and April 13, 2017.
This determination concludes that the Project would not have a significant impact on the
environment with the inclusion of appropriate avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures
because:


The Project would have less than significant impact with mitigation incorporated to
aesthetics, air quality, biological resources, cultural resources, geology and soils, hazards and
hazardous materials, hydrology and water quality, land use and planning, noise, public
services, recreation, transportation/traffic, utilities and mandatory findings of significance.
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The Project would not result in any new potentially significant impacts not previously
identified within the PEIR to greenhouse gases.
PHASED CONSTRUCTION

As a result of limited available funding, a phased implementation of the Phase 1 improvements is
proposed. If necessary, the Phase 1 project can be broken up into four separate individual
projects, see Attachment G. Phased improvements will be constructed on a priority bases as
funding becomes available. Here is a breakdown of the four projects and their priority number:
Priority Number
1
2
3
4

Improvements
Re-align Bradshaw Road and Signalize Intersection
Widen Grant Line Road from 2 to 4 lanes between
Waterman Road and Bradshaw Road
Construct the Multi-Purpose Path
Construct Private Driveway

Cost
$ 4,750,000
$13,420,000
$ 1,014,000
$ 2,177,000

The re-alignment of signalization of the Grant Line Road/Bradshaw Road intersection is the
number one priority project because of the high accident rate and safety concerns at the existing
intersection. This project requires acquisitions from six parcels including one full acquisition on
the northeast corner of Grant Line Road/Bradshaw Road intersection.
9.

FUNDING

The City of Elk Grove and JPA is funding the project using various funding sources including
Measure A, State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP), and the Regional Surface
Transportation Program (RSTP). Additionally, the City has collected in-lieu fees for frontage
improvement associated with the Fieldstone South and North developments. The in-lieu fees can
be used to help fund the Grant Line Road widening between Mosher Road and Bradshaw Road.
The current estimated cost for the entire project is $22.3 million which exceeds the funding
currently available. There is funding available to deliver the construction of the Bradshaw Road
re-alignment and signalization.
The JPA is proactively positioning the Connector and its individual segments for state and
federal grants, such as SB1, TIGER, and INFRA. The JPA continues to work with its local, state,
and federal partners to identify and pursue discretionary and competitive funds, in accordance
with the most recent shovel-ready schedule.
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SCHEDULE
Project Milestones

11.

Scheduled Delivery Date

Approve Final Environmental Document

May 2017

Right of Way Certification

July 2019

Ready-To-List

November 2019

Award Construction Contract

March 2020

Construction Complete

July 2021

PROJECT PERSONNEL
Executive Director
Derek Minnema, PE
Capital SouthEast Connector JPA
10640 Mather Boulevard #120
Mather, CA 95655

916-876-9094

Project Managers
Greg Gross, PE
Drake Haglan & Associates
6042 N. Fresno Street, Suite 200
Fresno, CA 93710

559-840-5368

Environmental Manager
Namat Hosseinion
Dokken Engineering
110 Blue Ravine Road, Suite 200
Folsom, CA 95630

916-858-0642

12. PROJECT REVIEWERS


Capital SouthEast Connector Executive Director – Derek Minnema
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Right of Way Needs Map
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Preliminary Materials Report (Without Appendices)
Project Phasing Exhibit
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